
Quality data 
you can trust 

Address Cleanse

Enhanced business capability
Our best-in-class global datasets 
and technology engine enable our 
clients and partners’ to significantly 
enhance the functionality and 
capability of their own product 
offerings.

Loqate offers a global solution which parses, 
standardises, verifies, cleanses and formats address  
data for more than 245 countries and territories.

Global quality data
Our solution will parse, standardise, 
verify, cleanse and format address 
data for over 245 countries and 
territories, all via a single,  
easy-to-integrate global API. 
Loqate delivers enhanced value 
by securing and combining official 
postal authorities with unique 
geospatial reference datasets 
coupled with our superior parsing 
and matching engine.

Trusted partner
We are a trusted partner to 
businesses across the globe, our 
expert team works with you to 
understand your requirements and 
tailors a solution fit to your specific 
use case.

Ensure only verified and cleansed 
addresses are in your database
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Every day our customers trust us to deliver a global, resilient and secure service
Loqate’s Address Validation solution will parse, standardise, verify, cleanse and format address data for over 245 
countries and territories, all via a single, easy to integrate global API.

Harmony RightAddress is now Loqate, a GBG solution. 
Over 19,000 customers and partners trust Loqate, so you’ll be in good company.

Loqate.com/anz

Global Knowledge Repository
The Global Knowledge Repository (GKR) is Loqate’s 
proprietary master database which combines our 
Knowledge Base data and parsing rules with our location 
reference datasets for all countries and territories 

Deployment options
Our single and global API enables us to offer flexible 
deployment options – on premises, cloud or private 
cloud – to meet our partners and customers’ specific 
implementation requirements.

Transliteration
Loqate’s solution transliterates words or letters from 
different global character sets into either native or 
Roman characters across 8 scripts including: Cyrillic, 
Hellenic, Hebrew, Kanji, Simplified Chinese, Arabic,  
Thai and Hangul.

Verify millions of records per hour
Our cleansing engine is capable of processing millions 
of records per hour. You’ll see a detailed indication 
of the validity of each address value included in the 
input address, reducing costly errors. This solution can 
validate both partial and full address inputs.

Global Parsing Engine
Loqate’s Global Parsing Engine consists of proprietary lexicon and context parsing rules created 
specifically for each country and territory around the world. The parsing engine standardises 
and cleanses addresses from unstructured and semi-structured data, automatically placing 
elements into the correct fields and eliminating erroneous non-address data.


